
The construction vehicle of choice for the reinstatement 

of a drilling slurry pit in Geeste is the 4010 HK dumper, 

provided by Bergmann for the construction company  

J+B Küpers. During the two-year construction period, this 

tracked dumper with its 10 tonne tail trough is providing 

a valuable service, removing around 1000 tonnes of earth 

per day – along a 500-metre transport route.

The extensive excavation and disposal works next to the A31 

in Geeste have been underway since the end of 2015. The first 

phase involves the removal of soil that contains embedded 

drilling material left over from oil and natural gas extraction 

works since the 1950s. A total of more than 100,000 m³ of earth 

needs to be removed, which equates to a giant cube with an 

edge length of more than 47 metres.

Bergmann 4010 HK: The powerful dumper for every terrain

Do the difficult ground conditions, J+B Küpers from Osterwalde 

found only one vehicle that was worth considering, as 

construction manager Berthold Egbers explains: “The soil is 

really muddy and wet, which makes the use of wheeled vehicles 

impossible. The 4010 HK dumper comes into its own here with 

its good manoeuvrability, particularly on wet ground.” This is 

thanks to its two hydrostatic power trains with constant full 

power combined with optimal weight distribution, whatever 

the load. After a certain initial scepticism, everyone working on 

the building site is now full of praise for the Bergmann dumper. 

“There were some colleagues who regarded the tracked 

dumper as a ‘toy’ – but will now be lost without it”, explains 

Egbers. It seems perfectly logical that a long-term lease was 

requested straightaway for the low-emission 4010 HK tracked 

dumper, which is ideally suited to the special conditions on site.

J+B Küpers – a construction company with  

international experience

The choice of construction company was no coincidence either: 

J+B Küpers is, after all, a renowned family-run company with 

specialist expertise, a highly motivated team and more than  

50 years of regional, national, and Europe-wide experience. 

Meeting the most demanding customer requests and continually 

growing demands is a result of the highest level of commitment, 

says construction manager Egbers of the Grafschaft Bentheim 

based company: “Our specialists can be reached around the 

clock and are ready to work quickly and easily, using the right 

kind of special vehicle, to recover, tow, remove and clear.”

Specialised in dumpers. For more than 55 years.

Proven in use


